SFX Machine is back!
And this time...
It’s real-time
Announcing SFX Machine RT™
The ultimate multi-effects plug-in

Sure, the original SFX Machine

™

won lots of
awards — Editor ’s Choice for Best DSP
Plug-In, Key Buy Award, etc. — and it had a
fanatical fan base that would be the envy of any
software in the industry.

for Mac OS X, Mac Classic, and Windows

But we kne w something wa s missing...
So we asked ourselves, “Selves, what can we do
to make SFX Machine the coolest plug-in ever?”
No answer. Finally, in desperation, we decided
to actually read that big stack of fan mail.
A common theme quickl y emerged.
“Dude, pleeeeea se do a VST version!”
That kind of thing. Over and over, users begged,
pleaded, even whined for real-time capability.
Rather heartbreaking, actually.
So what could we do? We ignored them as long
as we could. Eventually, though, it got to be too
much, so we finally broke down and developed
not one but two (or four, depending on how you
count them) new real-time versions:
SFX Machine RT, including

•Audio Unit for Mac OS X
•VST for Mac OS X
•VST for Mac Classic,
and
SFX Machine VST for Windows
Now everyone can have fun and live happily ever
after! SFX Machine RT is proud to be one of the
first commercial plug-ins to support Apple’s new
Audio Unit format. And not only are we adding
Mac OS X support, but now for the first time
PC owners can join in the delighted-jumping-upand-down that is SFX Machine.

At the heart of SFX Machine RT is a powerful modular synthesis engine.
But you don’t have to be an engineer to use it! The interface features
the simplicity of a multi-effects box, allowing users to select and modify
presets with just a few mouse clicks.
Did we mention that we’ve added full MIDI parameter control for
automated preset modification, using a simple ‘MIDI Learn’ system?
Can you say, “new dimensions of interaction?”
SFX Machine RT comes with hundreds of presets, including:
Conventional effects

•Tremolo•Vibrato•AM•FM•Chorus•Delay•Echo
•Flanging•Ring Mod•Triggered Wah
Unique effects

•EchoFeedback•Sitar Drone•FlangeVerb•Pitch Tracked Pan
•MultiVox•Crystal Gliss•Velvet Chimes•Munchkin Chorus
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